need testing?

Access, Test, Track—All with CastleBranch’s
COVID-19 Diagnostic Testing Solution
Gaining access to a consistent supply of COVID-19 diagnostic tests and viewing test results for
your people—without incurring massive fines and litigation by violating state and federal privacy
laws like FERPA, HIPAA, GDPR, CCPA and more—can be an enormous challenge.

Problem solved.
Introducing CB COVID-19 Compliance Diagnostic Testing and Tracking.
Our diagnostic testing solution provides reliable access to testing within our secure CB COVID-19 Compliance
application. Administrators are able to track status of users being tested, with steps taken to ensure all results
are shared while complying with applicable state and federal privacy legislation.

Features

Benefits

Scalability

Implement Sputum (cup collection) testing
on an organization–wide or individual basis
to detect possible cases of COVID-19.

Available nationwide, not dependent
upon local lab bandwidth.

In–Platform
Ordering

Gain access to a reliable supply
of COVID-19 tests from a
CastleBranch approved provider.

Safe, in–home testing without
need for individuals to risk
exposure with in–lab testing.

Individuals will be notified via email or phone
call of results, and can share proof of results
with their organization directly in–platform.

Results provided within 24–48 hours
of lab receipt.

Results maintained and accessible only within
a secure, and password–protected platform.

Optional consultation with board certified
ER physician for positive results available.

Secure and
Simplified
Collection
of Results

OPTIONAL:
Diagnostic
Test Tracking

Don’t leave Diagnostic
Testing to chance.

Pair with CastleBranch’s Diagnostic Test Tracking capabilities to ensure all state and federal
disclosures are provided, signed and stored to facilitate compliance with applicable privacy
legislation before viewing results. LEARN MORE >

With the uncertainty of COVID-19 affecting businesses nationwide, there couldn’t be
a better time to put your trust in us. Call your Account Executive directly, email
covid19@castlebranch.com, or call 888.914.7279 to learn more about our
exclusive Diagnostic Testing, Contact Tracing, iQ and T.E.A.M. Toolsets.
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